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Abstract
We discuss the time evolution of quotation of stocks and commodities and show that they form
an Ising chain. We show that transaction costs induce arbitrage risk that is usually neglected.
The full analysis of the portfolio theory is computationally complex but the latest development in
quantum computation theory suggests that such a task can be performed on quantum computers.
c 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
One can simply de:ne arbitrage as an opportunity of making pro:t without any risk
[1]. But this de:nition has one =aw: it neglects transaction costs. And any market activity involves costs (e.g. brokerage, taxes and others depending on the established rules).
Therefore, there is always some uncertainty and an arbitrageur cannot avoid risk. Below we will describe an extremely pro:table manipulation of a one asset market that
certainly :ts this de:nition and show how brokerage can induce risk. The method
allows to make maximal pro:ts in a :xed interval [0; k] (short-selling allows to make
pro:ts with arbitrary price changes). We will analyze the associated risk by introducing
canonical arbitrage portfolios that admit Ising model like description. Investigation of
such models is diAcult from the computational point of view (the complication grows
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exponentially in k) but the latest development in quantum computation seems to
pave the way for :nding eGective methods of solving the involved computational
problems [2].

2. Prot from brokerage-free transactions
Standard descriptions of price movements, following Bachelier, use the formalism of
diGusion theory and random variables. Such an approach to the problem involves the
assumption of constancy of the parameters of model during the interval used for their
estimation. Besides the use of the dispersion of the drifting logarithm of price as a
measure of the risk might be questioned. A clairvoyant that knows the future evolution
of prices would make pro:ts from any price movement and it would be diAcult to
attribute any risk to her market activity. Rather, the level of erroneousness of our
decisions concerning the portfolio structure should be used for that aim. Having this in
mind we have proposed a dual formulation of the portfolio theory and market prices
[3–6]. In this approach, movements in prices are regarded as deterministic according
to their historical record and the stochastic properties are attributed to portfolios. This
enables us to use the formalism of information theory and thermodynamics. Due to the
convenience of this approach we will adopt it in the current paper.
Consider a game against the Rest of the World (that is the whole market) that
consist in alternate buying and selling of the same commodity. Let hm := ln [cm =(cm−1 )]
denote logarithms of the prices dictated by the market of this commodity at successive
moments m = 1; 2; : : : ; k. If the costs of transactions are zero (or negligible) then the
player’s pro:t (actually a loss because for future convenience we will :x the sign
in (1) according to the standard physical convention) in the interval [0; k] is given
by
k

H (n1 ; : : : ; nk ) := −
hm nm :

(1)

m=1

The elements of the sequence (nm ) take the value 0 or 1 if the player possesses
money or the commodity at the moment m, respectively. The sequence (nm ) de:nes
the player’s strategy in a unique way and any (n1 ; : : : ; nk ) describes a pure strategy.
Generalization to a more realistic situation where more commodities are available is
trivial but besides complication of formulas is irrelevant to the conclusion and will not
be considered here.

3. The thermodynamics of portfolios
Any mixed strategy can be parameterized in a unique way by 2k weights pn1 ;:::;nk
giving the contributions of pure strategies. Let us consider as equivalent all strategies
that for a given price sequence (h1 ; : : : ; hk ) bring the same pro:t. We will call the
equivalence classes of portfolios de:ned in this way the canonical portfolios. Any

